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NOTE: Attempt any FIVE questions in all selecting at least TWO questionsftom each section'

(b)

2- (*)
(b)

1. (a) SuPPose ,S is a non-emPtY

then Prove that

SECTION I

set of real numbers which is bounded below and let CI > 0,

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

is a Cauchy se-

(10 rnarks)

(10 marks)

can extend it to
(10 rnarks)

(10 marks)

Inf (aS) = alnf (S).

Prove that if r ) -1, then (1 + *l^ ) 1* nr'.

Shoru that the series Di":, $ "onr"rges 
when p > t'

A sequence of real numbers is convergent if and only if it

3.

quence.

(u) Prove the following by applying the defi,nition of limit of a functiotr,

L,im,-oo(( =1)"i) - o.
\r'+1) 

\"

Also fincl the value of the corresponding d.

(b) show that if a function f ,. (o,b) -+ R i's uniformly continuous, then we

a function / that is also uniformly continuous on [o, b]'

4. (a) Show that every continuous function on a closed and bounded interval I C lR is uniformly
' ' continuous'' (10 marks)

(b) IretA e IR.and f : A-+R hasalimit atcelR, then/isboundedonsomeneigtrborhood

i10 
marks)

5. (a) Let I g Rbe an interval and let I , I -+ I{. be strictly monotone and continuous

on /, then the function g inverse to / is strictly monotone and continuous on J ::
f (I) (10 marks)

(b) Let "f , [0, oo) -+ ]R is differentiable everywhere. Assume that

lim*-*f(r) +f'(") -0.
Show ttrat lim*-*f(") - 0.. G

P.T.o.



SECTION II
6. (a) If Suppose / is abounded function on [a,b], then show that to everye >.0 there corre-

sponds d > 0 such that (10 marks)

u(P,/) <

(b) Give an example to illustrate that all of t
tial

b

f dr * e.

hypotheses in Dini's Theorern ar.e essen-

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

be expressed as a difference of two
(10 rnarks)

(10 marks)

t,
he

7. (a) consider the sequence {/,,} defined by /"(r) : fra, for z e [0,1]. Find /(r) :
lirn,-*f.n(r). Show that for 0 < a < 1, {/"} con er'{"s uniformly to } on [0, aL. 

's[ow

that {fi} does not converge uniformly to / on [0,1]. 
'(1O'marks)

(b) Show that the function

f(r)-

8. (a) Suppose / is a strictly increasing continuous function that maps an interval lA, Bl
onto [a,b], Let a is a monotonically increasing function on [a,6] and "f e R(o) on
[a,b]. DefinepandsonlA,Bl by 0@):o($@D, g@):f@(y)). Thens e R(p)
and (10 marks)

rB

J^ 
gde :

(b) Test the convergence of /rt" 7*$r, * .

{ -nir*2n, *i rZ?',

nb

J- fda

9. (u) Prove that a function / is of bounded variations can
monotone increasing functions . 

,

(b) The function f is definecl on J0, 1] bV

Show that ti f @)d,r does not converge.
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lll l'

kast TllO questionsfrom each section.

. .i -,'' ':.'

(b) Let Dg be the Dihedral group of order 6, fhon"'
: '' : ::l

(i) List all elements of D3. , , i ,r, ' " '

(ii) Fincl the order of each element of ilr. 
:

4.,,

(u)

a

Q,

characteristic subgfoup of

of G.

center of a

(b)

P.T.o.



a. 9.,.

(r)

. . .. t . . . . . . , .. a , .' ;

F ind a real orthogonal rnatrix

(b) If Dim(u) :: ,ffl and Dim(W) =rL



Subject: Mathematics (Otd & New Course)

NoM*: Atumpt aw FIW questions 
:::::::y: 

at teast TWO suestionsfrom each sectio.lt' '

SECTION I
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z strch that sinlr,t : -'i,.
:,.

complex nluTrbers zi, 2'z and z - t;*'iU,
(l"l +lvl)ltn<tzl s lrl +lvl'

:

prove that (a) llrtl- i"zli ( Itr - z2! S l:11+ia2l

a o I O a a a f o a a a I a'a a a a a a or
ot

: RoIl No. . o o.. '.. ... D.... t' 3
or t to a t ot t.., o oa a oa t' o

Time: 3 Hrs. Marks: 100

[ro+10:20]

this staternent to

1, (A) Find all

(B) For any
and (b)

3.

2. (A) Prove that an entire and bounded function is aconstant function'. Use
prove that s'inz is Lrounded' Wlrat abotrt the fuuction tatt;z'

(B) Find power series expansion of the function -F:;l in all regions of the

(A) Prove that hrq (z/z ) does not exist. Does the ltli zlz ).exists;

(B) State an prove fundamentai theo..m of algel*a and show that the function
. has exactly four zeros,

(A) What is
[hat the
i Ut, 0'uvm,6 -

(B) Let: C be

of the function #

plane.

lro-r.10-2ol

[10+ 1p-* 2r)]

4. an analytic f'unction? I{ow is it re}at,ed to Ca-uchy-R,iernann equations? e^to"
Cauchy-Riemanrl equations can be written in the polar coorclittates as ff =

IAu-;m.
tl

tl-re circle lzi : t. 'fben prove l.I (r' * iy2)dzl < Zr.- lb' I

,f (r) = x't+z?+l

t1o+ r o:2ol

Uo-l- 1o-2oJ

and conrpute residues onlY aut:

[10+ 1o- 2t)]

D. (A) Evalurate the integral [ fi;;6d,0,

(B) Discuss natlrre of trru lr.rgular points
p oles.

SECTION II
6.(A) Findthearc-lengthsasafunctionofrgalongtlreepicycloidgiveubyr(r9) :(ril*r'r)cosd-

,,'*o" (::,.,trr,l), v (,9) - (ro + r1)sind - r'1sin (q*r) and detenrrine its intrinsic equations.

(J3) Prove tjrat' ,,1 plarre c.urve is uniquely del;errnined exccpt as t:l're position in plane' wlrclrt

its siglecl curvatut.e is given as function of its arc length. What happens if we replace
signed curvaturre with cLrrvature.

7' (A) Derive Serret-I,Yauet formulae and give the matrix form. Verify these fbrmulae for the

(B) A rrttmber rc is a princlqal gurvalure if and only if rcis a solution of the eguation{l'G - F2) rJ-
(/"fnr- TFA'I +GL)n + (l,nr- n,/?) : 0r where tl,F,G and L,llf,N are first ancl seconcl

' Iro+ro:zo1
8, (A) Fincl the first, and second fundamentat fgrm for the Mongeis patch x(,u,,r.,) = (u,,t,,/r.(u,u)).

SlrowtIrattIresurfaceai.ehontheMonge'spatclrisgi,,e';by/(x(u,u)i,:,IIffi
n

(B) Verify Coclazzi-Mainardi equations for the Monge's patch x(u,, rr) : (tt,u,/r,(u,..o)).

q, (A) Prove thrrt circr-rlar cylinder given by a level surface {(rc,y,2)l* *1t'r:. surface consisting of an atlas of two charts. Find th.is atlas.
(B) Derive. Gatrss-Weipgarten equations and verify these ecluations flor the

(tr. eos 6r; u sin 9, g (")).

[r"o+ 1o-20]

i ) is Er .smo oth

surface x (r;, 0) :
I r., + lol

Paper: IU (Complex Anatysts and Differential Geometry)
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(b) Evaiuat. .ffF -n ds, where s is the surfa,cc of the cube l>ounde<)lty r
s

..1, ll:L, z=1.

3. (a) Depive an expression for VQ in orthogonal curvili.ear coorclinates.
(b) Prove that a spherical coordinate system is orthogonal.

o o o a a a a, ooaooo a o t, o a ao
o

: Roil No. ........o..o.o.o.o :taaao aa a oo a a o t a a t t a a oo

Time: 3 Hrs. Marls: 100Subjecfi Mathematics (Old & New Course) Paper: [V (Mechanics)

NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions in all selecting at least TWO questionsfrom each section.

SECTION I
1. (a) lt i: (3r* ili-*j +@- Z)& and E =2i-3j+f, evaluare glix E1x d7 around rhecirctein the

C
ry-plane haviug center at the origin and radius 2 traversed iu the positive direction. (10 marks)

(b) Evaluate I.f A hdSovertheentiresurface,Sof theregionboundedbythecylinder l.2+12:g, tr:
s

0, U:0, z:0 and y:8, if A:6zi+(2t*ilj -"fr (10 marks)

2- (a) Verify the clivergence theorem for .4- : 4;, - 2v2 j + z2fr, takenover the region bounded by * + yr :
4, z:0 and z : 3. - 

(tO marts)

--1, y_-1, z:-1, r:
(10 nrarks)

4- (a) Evaluate 111 /aAP drcctyd,z, where v is rhe region bounded by z: r, +y, ^,,d,v
y').

(b) A quantity A(p,g,r) is such that in the coordinate system ,n, A(p,e,r)Bg" : g;,
arbitrary tensor and Cf is a tensor. prove that A(p,e,r) is a tensor.

(a) Derive the transformation law for the christofiel symbols of the first kind.
(b) b-ind the contravariant compouents of a tensor in spherical coordinates if its covariant

rectangular coordinates ate 2a - z, r2y, yz.

b.

(10 marks)

(10 urarks)

(10 marks)

where ^Bf" is an
(10 marks)

(10 marks)

components in
(10 marks)

SECTION II
(a) An ryz coor<linate system rotates with angular velocity d : costi * sintj + i with respect to a

fixed XY Z coordinate lYsley having the same origin. If the position vector of a particle is given byr-: sin ti - costj + t6, fir.d the apparent velocity ,rrd tfru true-velocity at any time t. trti **f.j
(b) Prove that the total angular momentum of a system of particles about any point O equals the angular

nrotnentunr of the total mass assunled to be located a,t the center of mass plus the angular rro*uritup
atrout t]re center. of ura.ss. (10 marks)

'(a) Find the center of mass of a uniform solid hemisphere of radius a. (10 marks)
(b) The instantaneousvelocities ojRarticle at points (a,0,0), (0,a/rt,o), (0,0,2a) of a rigid body are

(1,0, 0), (u,a,u), (u + u,-1/3u,uf 2) respectively with iespeci to a'reciangular coordinate system.
Find the magnitude and daectiou of spin of the body and the point at which the ceutral anis cuts the
X Z -plaae. (10 marks)

work out the principal moments of inertia at the center of the ellipso ia $ +$ + ! : t. (10 marks)
A rigid body which is sytnmetric about a,n axis has one point fixed on this axis. Discuss the ro-
tatioual motion of the body, assumiug that there are no forces acting other tiran the reaction forceat the lixed point. Also calculate the precession fi'equency in case of the earth rotating about itsaxis. 

i10 rna.rks)

9' (a) Find the moment of inertia. of a. rectangula.r plate of sides a and b about a diagonal. (10 marks)
(b) Work out the rdationship between the time rate of change of angular momentum of a rigid body relative' to axes fixed in space and in the body respectively. Aiso, usiug the principle of angular mornentum,

folmulate th-e Euler's equations of motion. (10 marks)

6.

s,t.

8. (u,)

(b)
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NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions in all selecting at leost TWO questiansfrom each section'

o o ao olaooo o o oa o a a a o a oo
oa
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Q.1 (a) Let A be
(i) (/0)'

X,r )then Prove that
(iii) .4o - A\4 (A).

( (10)

(b) Prove that the set of rational
topology.

nurnbers Q , as a subspace of R., does not have discrete (10)

Q.2 (a) Prove that a function/: X -+Y ,iscontinuous on X if and only if for any subset A of

x, f(Z)sfl+
(10)

(bl Show that the mapping (-1 ,1) = lf (10)

Q.3 (a) Prove that every metric space is a Tychonoff space. (10)

(b) Prove that 4 = {(x,y)eR.z:12 + yz = 1} is compact but B = [(x,y)elR' y' = r] is not

compact in IR2, with respect to the usualtopology, _
(10)

q.4 (al A Space X is a Ts -space if and only it for any a,b in X, a#b implies [a] * {bL (10)

(b) Let X be an infinite set with co-finite topology r on X ,Then show that
(i) (X ,r) is compact (ii) (X,r) is connected.

(10)

sEcTloN-ll

Q,5 (a) Show that the space I- with respect to the norm defined

llxll - Sup lxil , is a Banach space.
i- 1

by ( 10)

(b) Define the distance from a point r to a subset M of (X,d) and show that

la (x, U) - a (y, tt)l < d (*, y). Also show that the function f 
= 

X -+ R, defined by

i (x) = a (x:,M) , isuniformly continuous.

(10)

q.5 (a) Give an example of Cauchy sequence of real valued continuous functions defined on a [-1,1]
that converges to a discontinuous function.

(10)

(b) (i) Prove that the closure Cof a convex subset Cof a normed space X, is a convex set.

(ii) Find the norm of the linear functional ,f (*) =i -W, -i.(tpt on C [-f, t] under: the
-to

integral norrn.

(10)

q.7 (al
Prove that the dual space of norrn space /3 is isomorphic to

I
l2

(10)

(b) lf the closed unit ball E(0,1) = [r E X: llxll < 1] in a normed space X, is compact then
prove that X has a finite dimension.

( 10)

q.8 (a) Prove that the norrned space Is is not separable. (10)

(b) R,= Xi'= lLixit x e
(ii) 

ll f.ll= lloll.

thenForany a.- (ar,c12,..,,,on) € Rn define.t:lR'
prove that (i) f, is Iinear functional (ii) f, is

+ IR. bV f"@)
bounded

(r0)

q.9 (a) State and prove parallelogram law in a normed space X. Give example of two continuous
functions defined on a closed interval that do not satisfy parallelogram law.

( to)

(b) Let M be a convex subset of a Hilbert space

llr,,ll i inf llrll . show that {xn} converses

H, ?nd [x,r] be a sequence of M such that

in H. Give an illustrative exarnple in IRn.

(10)


